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Presentation 

 

Moderator: So, to begin, I would like to introduce today's attendees. 

Satoyasu Sakashita, President & Representative Director. 

Sakashita: I am Sakashita. Best regards. 

Moderator: Tateyuki Oosako, Director & Senior Executive Operating Officer. 

Oosako: I am Oosako. Best regards. 

Moderator: Mari Morimoto, Director and Executive Officer. 

Morimoto: My name is Morimoto. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Moderator: Masashi Umetsu, Director and Operating Officer. 

Umetsu: My name is Umetsu. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Moderator: That is all those present. Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

First, Sakashita will explain the financial results and the status of the Corporate Value Enhancement 
Committee. There will be time for questions and answers after the presentation. 

Now, President Sakashita, please accept my best regards. 
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Sakashita: I will now explain our financial results for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2023. 

First, let me give you the consolidated financial highlights. 

As you can see from the figures below, sales were just under JPY151.5 billion, operating income just under 
JPY9.8 billion, ordinary income JPY10.1 billion, and net income just over JPY6 billion. YoY, the numbers are 
107%, 108%, 102%, and 103% for revenue and profit growth, respectively. The internal plan is slightly negative, 
but is almost in line with the plan. 

As noted above, in terms of sales, infrastructure and mission-critical system development, mainly in the 
financial and manufacturing sectors, is performing well in the business sector, and in the embedded systems 
sector, automotive and machine control systems are doing well. 

Operating income increased due to higher revenues and improved productivity, although there were 
increases in personnel costs and expenses. Operating income increased due to higher revenues and improved 
productivity, although some expenses were higher due to system enhancements and other factors. 

Ordinary income was positive, although foreign exchange gains decreased slightly. 

Quarterly income was approximately 103.6% of the previous year's level due to increased revenues and sales 
of property, plant and equipment. 
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The graph shows that the increase in revenue, decrease in the cost of sales ratio, reinforcement of the system, 
sales activities, and increase/decrease in other SG&A expenses, etc., will result in this positive figure. 
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If you look at the two quarters of the fiscal year, as you can see here, shows a slight increase from the double-
digit figures of Q1, but the increase in revenues and income has been modest. In particular, the cost of sales 
ratio is still high in some areas at 78.6%, but since it was 79% the previous year, it is improving. 

Selling, general and administrative expenses are increasing. 

As a result, operating income was slightly higher than the previous year. 
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Performance by group company. 

This chart is slightly different from the previous charts. The order of Fuji Soft, Cybernet Systems, VINX, 
CyberCom, and Fuji Soft Service Bureau remains the same. Here, we have arranged the sales and profit 
composition ratio, cost and SG&A expense ratio, and operating income for the Group as a whole, so that you 
can see the position and size of each group. 

The main body of the Company's sales and operating income were plus 7.4% and 27%, respectively, which is 
a significant increase in profit. This means that there are strong fields for both business and embedded 
systems, as I mentioned earlier. 

Cybernet's sales are slightly positive, but the operating income side is quite negative. This is a situation where, 
as noted here, there are naturally some areas that are performing well, and revenues are increasing, but 
operating income is being squeezed by a much higher SG&A to sales ratio due to investments in people or 
increased recruiting and hiring costs, travel expenses associated with increased sales activity volume, and 
sales support activity costs. I think this just means that there are upfront investment costs involved. 

Vinx has increased revenues and significantly increased profits because of DX or deepening of existing 
customers in the retail sector. 

CyberCom is also at the same level, increasing revenues and profits, with strong performance in business 
system development, mainly in the financial sector, and control system development, mainly in the 
automotive sector. 
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The Service Bureau's revenue increased, and profit decreased. Although they are getting a variety of projects, 
there were a few unprofitable projects, which resulted in a decrease in profit. 

The adjustment will be omitted from the explanation. 

As you can see, the main unit accounts for about 70% of sales and operating profit, and Cybernet's operating 
profit margin is also low this term, but the Company has basically been able to make double-digit operating 
profit now, so we have rebuilt this area. 

On the VINX side, the Company is in good shape, with both sales and profits on an increasing trend, with 
operating income also exceeding double digits. 

CyberCom is also increasing revenues and profits, with operating income also improving. This is a good 
example of how we are doing well, although various further enhancements are needed. 

The bureau is a temporary problem, but we will extend our earning power in this area a little more. 

We hope that you will see the Group's positioning from this perspective. 

 

This is breakdown by segment. 

As you can see, both sales and profits are on a growth trend, with some variation, but on an increasing revenue 
and profit basis. Compared to the same period last year, product services are slightly negative and outsourcing 
is negative, but the rest of the trend is positive across the board. 
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You can read the comments, but various areas of embedded/control systems are doing well. 

Business software, again, is also performing well. Especially in terms of operating income, this means that 
there has been a great deal of improvement in the operational areas. 

Product and service sales were slightly higher than the previous year due to strong sales of third-party licenses 
and in-house POS-related products at subsidiaries. Operating income was also positive. 

Outsourcing was lower than the previous year due to declines at overseas retailers and at subsidiary-related 
places. This decrease in revenues and the data center business, which I will talk about later, were both dragged 
down by the sharp rise in the price of electricity. As a result of these trends, product and service income 
decreased from the previous year. 

 

Income Statement. 

We will omit this part of the report because the cost ratio was a little high and the effect of the exchange rate 
was only slightly reduced. 
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The balance sheet also shows a slight decrease in short-term borrowings and a slight decrease in other areas, 
so this is not a very large change. 
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Consolidated cash flow. 

Cash flow from operating activities was a positive JPY8.6 billion, due to increased revenues and increased 
deposits. Since there was an increase in payments for the sale of securities in the previous period, the 
difference for the same period was a positive JPY3.3 billion. 

Regarding cash flow from investing activities, in the period under review, there was a cash inflow from the 
sale of property, plant, and equipment. In addition, the construction of our own offices and the acquisition of 
marketable securities by group companies, which we had planned to do until now, resulted in an additional 
outflow of JPY3.9 billion. 

Net cash used in financing activities decreased by JPY5.3 billion from the same period last year, as JPY5.9 
billion was used for the repayment of loans and dividend payments. 
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This is the sales orders and order backlog. 

The following chart shows the change in orders and sales during the period and the backlog of orders at the 
end of the period for those orders that were quite large during the period. This shows that we have a large 
order backlog and have been practicing sales while receiving orders to achieve this result in the current term. 
Slightly, the orders received during this period appear to be lower than the numbers here, but for now, we 
still have a large enough order backlog. 

Again, embedded/control is strong in these areas, and the same is true for business systems. We believe that 
the same applies to products and services, and that orders and backlogs can be explained in much the same 
way as they are explained now. 
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The interim dividend is JPY68 per share, as forecasted at the beginning of the fiscal year, and we intend to do 
the same for the dividend payout ratio. As I write here, we are conducting a stock split, and the year-end 
dividend amount will remain basically the same, but the effect of the stock split will be JPY69, and [inaudible] 
will be JPY34.50. We are pleased to report that this is basically unchanged. 
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To illustrate business conditions in H1 a little more clearly, both business systems and embedded systems in 
the system construction field are progressing well for machine control. 

In the business sector, financial and distribution sectors are doing fairly well, but in the public sector and 
others, social infrastructure sectors have been a little sluggish. 

As for products and services, CAE is slanted, but our own products are fair to good. CAE, the ones we bring 
from other overseas companies, are not growing much. 

Our own products are tiny in size, but they are growing fairly well. 

WiFi routers and PALROs are down a little bit, especially in this context, although there was a bit of demand 
for them, but it's like a rebound. 

As for the others, they are working in this way. 
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This is the new segment disclosure. 

As I mentioned earlier, non-consolidated sales and operating income account for 70% of the Group's total 
sales and operating income, and we are still examining profitability and other factors, but in order to disclose 
more segments and explain them more clearly to you, I will present the non-consolidated segment in detail. 

System construction is divided into embedded/control, and product is divided into other companies, in-house, 
and outsourcing. We will explain each segment. 

First, system construction has sales of about JPY70.8 billion and a profit of JPY5.1 billion. In consolidated terms, 
about half of the profits are generated here, and I will explain this first. 

System building is a people-based business. In H1 alone, we invested about JPY2 billion in human resources, 
including hiring and education and training, as an investment for growth to strengthen the system 
construction. This can be called an investment for growth, which we have been making every year, and we 
have already generated an operating income of JPY5.1 billion. In addition to this, we hope to use the additional 
JPY2 billion in H1 of this fiscal year as an investment in human resources. We have not done a lot of 
calculations to determine what we would have done without this investment, but it could be said that we 
would have spent about JPY7 billion if we had not. 

As for embedded/control and business systems, as noted here, they are performing equally well from earlier. 
Embedded/control is a bit more detailed, and there is an increase in cost of unprofitable projects, but 
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productivity is also improving, so profits are increasing. Operating income is up 0.2 points, or 111.6% YoY, but 
the operating margin has also improved by 0.2 points. 

In terms of business software, DX inquiries have been very strong, with financial, manufacturing, mission-
critical, and infrastructure systems driving growth. 

However, SG&A expenses are increasing due to the strengthening of the management system and sales 
activities. Since productivity is improving, profits are on the rise, and although it is not a high operating profit, 
it is JPY2 billion. The operating profit margin is a significant point from the previous year, and although it was 
not good in the previous year due to some troubles, I think we can see that it is improving considerably. 

We have not been very open in this area until now, but we have divided our products and services into other 
companies' products and product/service offerings, in-house and outsourcing. Other companies are those 
that sell licenses or hardware-related products. Cloud licensing also comes into this area, but we also include 
sales of other companies' products used for contract development projects. Development ancillary services 
also come into this area. 

With an operating profit of 3.2%, or JPY900 million out of JPY28 billion in sales, the profit margin is low, but 
this has a certain value as a tool for developing new customers and making new contacts. We have been 
working on this project because we believe that this is one of the growth investments we have made in the 
past. Although it is undeniable that these investments have pushed down the overall operating income margin, 
we are disclosing this information. 

In-house products are a small percentage, but they are the part of the business that generates a reasonable 
amount of operating income, and this is revenue from telecommunications, cloud computing, robotics, and 
other sources. Sales have declined due to a drop in sales of mainstay products after the pandemic has settled 
down, but we are hopeful that sales will pick up a bit again in the future. 

Outsourcing is also a data center business, but the rising price of electricity is putting a bit of a squeeze on 
earnings right now. 

This is our current segment. 
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This is over time, and we are now trying to emphasize the amount of operating income per capita, which we 
will come back to later, so we are laying out the amount of operating income per capita on a non-consolidated 
and consolidated basis. Looking at operating income and its transition, we see that it has been steadily 
improving and growing, and we would like to further expand this area in the future. 
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Finally, I would like to mention a few words about large-scale language models. 

We have begun to promote various initiatives very strongly, as they will have a significant impact on the 
productivity of our business and system development in the future. 

We have created a utilization promotion system, created a company-wide project, collaborated with head 
office divisions and each field division, and strengthened cooperation with Microsoft and others to 
immediately create an environment for internal use and begin internal publicity and guidance on how to use 
the system. 

In this context, how are we going to use research and development and large-scale language models? We are 
researching various ways to use it and are making very strong progress on where it can be used in our business 
scene. 

We will adapt the system to our own needs as we move forward. Naturally, we will create an environment 
that can be used by all employees, using Microsoft/Azure OpenAI Service for 10,000 people. This includes 
thorough use of the service in the sales and administrative departments, where it is also used for business 
reform. In the field and in the business scene, customers also want to use various things, so we are also 
working on these field projects while linking with this research and development. We are also promoting 
productivity improvements through in-house applications. This is what we are doing on a large scale and 
vigorously. 

This is the status of business conditions in H1. 
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I would like to continue with another presentation on the activities of the Corporate Value Enhancement 
Committee and the Governance Committee. 

As stated in the main purpose of this report, we are promoting study activities toward the release of the future 
vision and the management plan for the next fiscal year and beyond at the end of this fiscal year, which was 
February 2023. 

Our basic management stance is exactly what we announced in February. In addition to this basic stance, we 
announced in February that we would engage in dialogue with the capital market to strengthen our 
governance and capital efficiency as well as our business itself. 

This is a new section that we have added, and we have worded it in terms of the direction of the deliberations 
at the Corporate Value Enhancement Committee, in terms of what stance we are taking. 

We aim to maximize our corporate value to meet the expectations of our shareholders by focusing resources 
and investments on our core ICT business field, capturing technological advancements, developing human 
resources without ceasing, and building a flexible and efficient business structure capable of creating added 
value, thereby contributing to the development of our customers and society. With these things in mind, the 
Corporate Value Enhancement Committee has been proceeding. 

Today, I would like to make a presentation on the Business Verification Working Group, which is promoting 
studies aimed at realizing a business structure that will ensure high profitability while maintaining an 
aggressive management stance, which is our basic stance. We will be presenting a concrete business plan for 
the next fiscal year and beyond at the time of the closing of accounts, but this time we would like to explain 
our thinking behind the plan. 

Fuji Soft, the core of our group, has set operating income per employee as the most important KPI. We aim 
to achieve an operating income per capita of more than JPY3 million within the next five years. This was 
JPY1.28 million in FY2022, and we are considering and promoting various measures to more than double this 
figure. 
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Each company in the Group is also considering individual measures to increase corporate value, while at the 
same time developing our own initiatives and further synergies. 

Although the focus here is on organic aspects, individual sub working groups will also be formed to discuss 
new business and product strategies. 

Today, I would like to talk mainly about this area. 

Regarding the real estate working group, we are proceeding with the liquidation process in accordance with 
the direction reported in February. With the exception of some smaller properties that have not yet received 
appraisals, the overall policy is to downsize as the market value-to-earnings ratio is below the market value 
hurdle rate. 

Then, for each property, we categorize each property with a liquidation priority from A to D, taking into 
consideration our office consolidation policy and the constraints of each property, etc. We aim to liquidate at 
least one of the A-rated properties by the end of the year and complete liquidation of the remaining properties 
before or after the announcement of year-end financial results. 

We are simultaneously studying the B-rated properties and are aiming to implement the plan within a year. 

Finally, there is the Governance Committee. In March 2023, the Corporate Governance Verification Working 
was split from the Corporate Value Enhancement Committee to create the Governance Committee. More 
specific verification is underway. 

 

Let me explain a little more. 

This is similar to the structure that was presented earlier in the earnings announcement, but it shows our non-
consolidated sales, operating income, and net income when looking at our earnings structure for FY2022. 

The structure is such that operating income accounts for about 70% of the total. Listed subsidiaries proceed 
on a listed subsidiary basis, and each company develops its own strategy individually. 
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Looking at the non-consolidated P&L composition, this JPY130 and JPY192.2 billion, the numbers are slightly 
off, but the breakdown of JPY2.3 billion is as follows: JPY131.1 billion for contracted services and JPY9 billion 
for operating income, which again means that about half of the total is held here. 

As I explained earlier, in H1, we said that we would invest JPY2 billion in growth and human resources, but we 
are spending about JPY3 billion a year. While this is being done as a growth investment, as our core business, 
we will aim to improve the amount of operating income per employee, which will naturally improve the 
operating margin and increase the absolute amount of operating income. 

The rest are our own products and the products of other companies. This is a bit of a duplication of explanation, 
but although the superficial profit margins are low, it is still an important measure that we are taking. Naturally, 
I think it would be worthwhile to do a profitability evaluation as well as a return on invested capital as a factor 
to consider. 

I believe that the facility will eventually disappear. 

We will also consider reducing SG&A expenses through business reforms and allowances for next-generation 
systems and other measures. 

Our basic idea is to increase our non-consolidated operating income per employee to more than JPY3 million 
within the next five years, and to achieve an increase in operating income per employee that exceeds the level 
of sales. The Company is also considering to strengthen its business profitability by combining these measures 
from the approach of improving ROE, ROIC, and cash flow per share. 

 

If you break down the first half business results announced earlier into stand-alone and separate units, the 
non-consolidated operating income still accounts for 60% or 70% of our total, and about 60% of that is 
operating income, which is about half of the total. 

The figure here was 6.8% last year and 7.2% in the first half. Naturally, strengthening profitability has been a 
theme we have been pursuing for a long time, and this improvement is due to the effects of the value-added 
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improvement measures we are continuing to implement. I think you can see that we are getting better in this 
area as well. 

 

The reason why we decided to pursue the improvement of operating income per employee is that we 
announced our vision for the future in the "Corporate Value Enhancement Committee FY2022 Activity Report" 
and are currently working on the management plan to be disclosed with the year-end financial results. In 
order to improve ROIC, ROE, and cash flow per employee, we have decided to make operating income per 
employee the most important KPI. Since we are a people-based company, the amount of operating income 
per employee will be very important. 

On the other hand, we recognize that our per-capita operating income is not high. We believe that the main 
reason for this is that our business structure is not fully converting the improvement in system development 
capability that accompanies the improvement in the level of our human resources into economic value. We 
recognize the importance of evolving our business model by strengthening cross-businesses that increase 
internal value and expanding lump-sum outsourcing projects. 

At the same time, the Company will also make stronger efforts to improve the value provided to customers, 
strengthen partner policies, improve productivity, and optimize SG&A expenses, which it has been working 
on for a long time. We will monitor this as appropriate. 
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Specific measures are a bit detailed, so I will briefly describe them, but we will start looking at operating 
income per employee in terms of gross profit and reduction of SG&A and general administrative expenses. In 
addition, in order to improve the value provided to customers, we will continue to cultivate customers in 
depth and strengthen cross-business, which we have been doing, but we will do it more strongly. 

We have long been promoting a variety of technological capabilities, and we will further strengthen these 
capabilities as well. 

We have a wide range of expertise in embedded/control, telecommunications, and business systems, so we 
are promoting a one-stop service from upstream to operation and maintenance or strengthening each of 
these areas. 

We will also review the division of roles with clients and modify the way we work with them. We are also in 
the business of providing value in the form of a single fee, such as man-months, and we are working to change 
our business to a results-oriented business along with this type of business. 

We are trying to increase the number of lump-sum outsourced contracting projects, especially those that we 
can promote on our own initiative, in order to increase their value. 

The partner policy is to review the relationship with customers and also to make partners more sophisticated. 

Productivity improvement measures include customer relations, trouble prevention, and also applying new 
tools and technologies such as generative AI, test automation, environment, and various other new tools and 
technologies to improve productivity. 

With regard to selling expenses, we will promote efficiency and sophistication by reviewing various indicators 
of sales activities, etc. 

As for administrative expenses, we have been promoting business reform for a long time, so we are trying to 
visualize and optimize business processes, and based on this, we are planning to modernize the core system 
and our external systems and to promote DX more and more. 
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This means that these measures are now being materialized. 

 

Next, I would like to talk about the real estate working group. 

This would be done by making a public announcement in February, such as hurdle rates, real estate 
downsizing, using an advisor, or other appropriate timing. 

As for progress, we analyzed that for hurdle rates, except for small properties, the market value rate of return 
is basically below the hurdle rate. 

Regarding the prevention of liquidation of real estate owned by the Company, after classifying the properties 
into the four categories from A to D mentioned earlier, the appointment of a specialized advisor for A-rated 
properties will be considered on a case-by-case basis. The B-rated properties will be optimized and maximized 
using an advisor for properties with high value and complex circumstances, including Akihabara. 

First, we aim to liquidate at least one of the A-rated properties by the end of the year and complete the 
liquidation of the remaining properties around the time of the announcement of year-end financial results. 
We are also simultaneously studying the B-rated properties, and are moving forward to do so within a year. 
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To be a little more specific, the A-rated properties, such as Ryogoku, Fukuoka, Osaka, etc., have no obstacles 
to liquidation, are not too big, and can be done in the fastest possible time. 

We are considering the B-rated property on the assumption that it will be liquidated, but it will take a 
considerable amount of time because it is one of the largest properties we own, and it involves our unique 
facilities, tenants, and various other factors, so we need to establish various conditions and so on. This is the 
kind of thing that takes a certain amount of time for adjustments, etc., but we are going ahead with it. 

The C-rated properties are properties that will be carefully considered for liquidation schemes, timing, and 
the need for relocation, etc. The offices are data centers and full business use properties that will be carefully 
considered for timing and the need for relocation, etc. 

I believe that the D-rated properties are not subject to liquidation for the time being because they are non-
transferable for a certain period of time due to a variety of conditions. 
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I have written a schedule image, but it is a bit technical, so if we try to do a lot of things, we can do it in four 
or six months at the fastest, but a D-rated property requires a lot of preparation, including internal reviews, 
and it can only be done with a certain amount of time. We are also new to this area, so when we tried it, we 
were reminded of the considerable amount of time and effort required to complete the process. 

 

Finally, there is the allocation policy. 

With regard to the cash generated by the liquidation of real estate, we pursue value enhancement based on 
the following capital allocation policy. I will explain the figures again firmly when they are available, but we 
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aim to maximize corporate value through allocations based on the cost of capital, while generating cash flow 
through sustained growth and improved profitability, and also liquidating real estate, or borrowing as 
necessary. 

Growth investment includes human capital investment, new business development, M&A, and other 
investments. 

We are thinking about returning profits to shareholders by ensuring stable dividend growth and flexible share 
buybacks. 

We intend to link our definition of "economic value" to the enhancement of "social value.” 

 

Finally, I would like to talk about the operation of the Governance Committee. 

In March 2023, the Management Committee, which had previously included the nomination, compensation, 
and ethics functions, was separated from the Management Committee, which I had chaired, to form the 
Nominating Committee, the Compensation Committee, and the Ethics Committee. I will explain the structure 
later, but we have created a governance structure in which we have an external person chairing the meeting. 

In March, we reorganized the Governance Committee, which had been a subordinate body of the Corporate 
Value Enhancement Committee, into an independent committee to address various governance issues. 

Here, we are trying to delve deeper into governance issues such as optimal institutional design, and the 
Governance Committee is chaired by an outside auditor. The composition of this area is on the next page. 
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The Nominating Committee is chaired by outside personnel, those marked in red are those people. Four 
people, one to three, so that the majority is from outside the Company. In terms of nomination, compensation, 
and ethics, the Governance Committee has also been chaired by an outsider for some time now, and the 
majority of the committee members are outside directors. 

 

I chair the Corporate Value Enhancement Committee, and the majority of the members are from outside the 
Company. We are also doing this kind of committee activity while ensuring our uniqueness. 

These are the financial figures for H1 and the reports of the Corporate Value Enhancement Committee and 
the Governance Committee. 

This has been a bit long, but thank you for your attention. 

Moderator: That concludes my explanation. 


